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PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE NOTES
MICRODATA PROCESSING PACKAGE
Dy ATES DAGLI, IVA MACLENNAN, HYMAN SANDERS AND FINIsWELCH*
This note describes a package containing two programs, one for forming cross-
product matrices, the other for calculating regression coefficients. Crossproduct
matrices are the only permissible input to the regression program. The objective
is to lower computational costs for regression problems based on large numbersof
observations. Special features of the regression package arc options for pooling
and partial pooling of subsamples.
The Cross products program is designed to construct moment matrices for as
many partitionings of a main sample as the userdesires. The objective is to
eliminate repetitive readings of a data file. Observations from the basic file are
read and variables are suitably transformed for regressions in a user supplied
subroutine. In this routine the user also specifies the subsample or samples to be
used. The partitioning of the basic file is not required to be mutually exclusive.
The program includes a dummy variable option which utilizesefficient
computation of moments. Classes of dummy variables must be mutuallyexclusive
but need not be exhaustive. In a control card the user supplies dimensionsof dummy
classes and for each observation the user subroutine gives the locationof the dummy
variable assigned unit value for each dummy class. (It is not necessary to compute
a vector of zeroes for each class.)
Efficiency is achieved in constructing moments by suppressing unnecessary
multiplication and computing locations where non-zero additions occur.Suppose
a problem includes N classes of dummyvariables with N1 variables in each, and K
continuous variables. Standard moment algorithms involve (M +K)(M + K -F-
1)/2 additions and multiplications, where M =N1. This program requires
N(N + 1)72 + NK additions along with K(K + 1)72 multiplications andadditions.
The saving over a large number of observations when Mis large compared to N
is obvious. Also, storage requirements are minimized bystoring separate moments
in upper and lower triangles of dimensioned arrays, and bydimensioning arrays
specifically for each program run. The crossproducts routineprints summary
tabulations of means, variances, and numbers of observationsfor each subsample.
The matrices are punched or written on a tape ordisk for future reference.
The companion regression routine, Regress, calculatesOLS regressions from
cross-product matrices formed elsewhere (possibly but notnecessarily by Cross-
products). Like many other routines, it will tackle a numberof "main" problems,
calculating individual regressions in a subproblem loop.Variable names and
subproblem specifications can be stored and shared amongthe main problems.
Subproblems allow suppressio.n of the intercept and deletionol any specified
* Support for development of the program described here wasprovided by a grant horn the
Office of Economic Opportunity to the National Bureauof Economic Research.
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set of variables. Options forprinting of correlationandvariance-covariance matrices are provided.Regressalso contains a tableoption which printssummary tahle for groups ofsuhproblems with thesame dependent variable.AU of this is fairly standard. Theprogram contains threemore unique Options:(I) Pooling samples, i.e. addingmoment matrices. (2)Constructing linearcombinations of variables in the inputmatrices. (3) "Partialpooling" of samples. The pooling optionis equivalentto constraining equalityof estimated coefficients in subsampleparts and offers a simplebasis for the "Chow"test. This option is especiallyuseful if the originalpartitioning is too fine.i.e., if some sub- samples contain toofew observations.
The linear combinationoption can be usedfor hypothesistesting, and also allows pooling ofdummy classes whenthe originalspecification resultedin too few observations insome cells. The poolingand linear combinationoptions are not exclusive.
The partial poolingoption is the program'smain feature. Usingtwo samples (which may havebeen filteredthrough options Iand 2), it allowsregression estimates that constraincoefficient equalityamong some but notall variables in the samples. Themodel is of theform:
= XIIJL + Z1-,'1 +U
Y2 =X2fl2 +Z2-'2 + u.
Partial poolingconstrains= fl2 while For each set oftwo samples, the user designates acommon set of variablesand two sets ofunique variables,one for each sample. Variablesin commonare matched betweenthe samplesso that when a variable from thisgroup is used ina subproblem, coefficientson the matched variables are equated.When one of thevariables from eitherof the uniquesets is added, its calculatedcoefficient refersonly to the samplefrom which it isdrawn. The designationsof unique andcommon sets are notmutually exclusivein the main problem,so between-sampleequality can bechanged fromsubproblem to subproblem. Furthermore,for any givensubprobleni it isnot necessary either that any uniquevariables be includedor that anycommon variables beincluded. This permits theChow test to bebased on twosubprobicms,one using no unique variables, the otherusing only uniquevariables. Noticealso that whena variable is included incommon and in the uniqueset of one of thesamples, the calculated coefficient on theunique part isan estimate of thecoefficient differencebetween the samples; theT statistic whichis printed givesa simple basis fortesting the hypothesis ofbetween-samplecoefficient equality.This partialpooling option, along with the facilityfor constructinglinear combinationsof variables,allows a wide array oflinear hypothesesto be tested.Because theregressionprogram aggregates samplesand/or variablesbut cannotdisaggregate, theincentive for fairly finestratification inconstructingmoments is obvious. Theseprograms are byno means in theirfinal forms, andare hence con- tirtually subjectto revision. However,they have beenthoroughly testedand debugged. Theyare available at theNBER andColumbia Universityvia WYLBUR, andrequire about200K for execution.
Several cautionarynotes are addressedto potentialusers. The microdata package as presentlyconstituted is writtenin the FORTRANIV languageand
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executes off an IBM FORTRAN IV Level G compiler under OS. Both programs
utilize options peculiar to IBM Fortran and would require minor modifications
to run with non-IBM software.
Care should be taken in the generation of crossproduct matrices because too
fine a classification within dummy classes may result in a null row. Similarly, a
large range of values for a given variable will adversely affect the degree of precision.
To protect against the latter occurrence as much as possible, data are collected in
counters which are double-precisioned.
A final note concerns the degree of accuracy attained upon inversion of the
crossproducts matrix. Whenever wide ranges of values occur, as happens in the
case of dummy and continuous variables grouped together, precision will be lost.
The degree to which this will be so is somewhat dependent on the inversion
algorithm utilized. Regress employs the Gauss-Jordan method (see any numerical
methods text for a description), which makes the best of a bad situation.
A detailed program description may be obtained from Helen Smith, NBER,
261 Madison Avenue, New York City 10016.
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